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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF THE GUIDE
Start with the Housing Facts section. This section
should help you determine the type of apartment you'd
like to live in and how much you should expect to pay
in rent.
Read about different neighborhoods and narrow down
your search to parts of the city that you like most.
Use the Apartment Ratings section to identify the
best apartment buildings across the categories (e.g.
best amenities, highest rated) that matter most to you.
Visit VeryApt.com to read reviews, get pricing, and set
up appointments for the apartments you like most.

ABOUT THE DATA IN THIS GUIDE
All of the data in this guide are based on feedback from real
renters in Baton Rouge. We asked students to rate their
apartments on a scale of 1-10 across six categories:

Compiled from LSU Law student reviews
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APARTMENT RATINGS
Top apartments, based on the feedback
of LSU Law students
12 Most Popular

Overall

Value

Management

Amenities

Location

Safety

13 Best for Amenities
14 Best for Value

Based on their feedback, we compiled a list of the best apartment
buildings for LSU Law students. If you are interested in additional
data that is not in the guide or have a housing question, you can
reach us at contact@veryapt.com.

DISCLAIMER: The reviews and ratings presented throughout the guide and the
VeryApt website do not reflect the opinions, position, or endorsement of VeryApt.
The responses and reviews presented are solely those of the survey respondents.
VeryApt assumes no responsibility for readers' or users' interpretation of the data.
The results do not in any way constitute a warranty or representation by VeryApt
as to the quality, safety, or other features of a property. We encourage you to
check all available sources of information about properties prior to renting.

Where LSU Law students live
50%
20%
15%
10%
5%

Who LSU Law students live with

Highland/Perkins
Downtown
Garden District
South Baton Rouge
Other

40%
15%
45%

Alone
Spouse/partner
Roommate
(excluding spouse/
partner)

40% of LSU Law students live with pets

What type of properties LSU
Law students live in
75%
10%
15%

What size residences LSU Law
students live in

Large property (50+
units)
Mid-size property
(20-49 units)
Small property (2-9
units)

Distribution of property ratings

5%
25%
50%
20%

Average rent by apartment size
$885
STUDIO
$1,100
1BR
$1,300
2BR

40%
0 - 6.9

10%
7 - 7.9

20%
8 - 8.9

Rent versus own

Studios or efficiences
One bedrooms
Two bedrooms
Three or more
bedrooms

$1,505
3BR

30%
9+

Commute methods

85%
Rent
15%
Own

80%
Driving
3

20%
Walking

Rent with Confidence
Time Savers

Intelligent Search

All the information you need in a
single place. Photos, prices, floor
plans, maps, and amenities VeryApt has you covered.

Personalized apartment
recommendations based on the
amenities you want, your
proximity to school or work, and
your desired price range.

Concierge Service

Trusted Reviews

On demand rental experts that
can provide apartment
recommendations, set up
apartment tours, and help you
with your rental application - all at
no extra cost.

Hundreds of verified apartment
reviews from current and past
tenants that help you make an
informed decision about where
you want to live.

WHY WE STARTED VERYAPT
VeryApt was born from the simple realization that the small things about an apartment are
often the most important: a friendly doorman, lots of sunlight in the living room, a running trail
nearby, or that amazing hole-in-the-wall Thai restaurant across the street. We understand that
the frustrations of apartment hunting are universal, but share a belief that it doesn't have to be.
We know what makes an apartment truly feel like home is unique for each person and that's
why our focus is on bringing you personalized recommendations based on timely, relevant, and
real user reviews. We'll be there every step of the way to help you find your perfect apartment.

Julia Rizio

VP Operations
juliar@veryapt.com
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NEIGHBORHOODS EXPLAINED
An overview of the most popular neighborhoods for LSU Law students

1

Highland/Perkins

2

Downtown

50% of LSU Law students

20% of LSU Law students

Highland/Perkins is an extremely
modern section of Baton Rouge with
shopping centers, restaurants, and
movie theatres. Between the museums
and sports bars, there's an abundance of
entertainment for every grad student in
the area.

Close to the action, and close to LSU, is
Downtown Baton Rouge. The
neighborhood is home to a mix of
students and young professionals who
want to be in the heart of the action.

3

Garden District

4

South Baton Rouge

15% of LSU Law students

10% of LSU Law students

Easily the youngest, hippest, and chicest
neighborhood surrounding LSU is the
Garden District. Being close to the LSU
campus attracts many students to this
area. Alongside the students are many
artists that have found studio space in
this part of town.

South Baton Rouge is close enough to
the action of Downtown while just far
enough to have a dense suburban feel.
This area is quieter than its surrounding
neighborhoods which makes it a perfect
place for families or individuals who
want to escape the city's fast-paced
lifestyle.

6

Other Neighborhoods
less than 5% each

5

Mid City

6

Inniswold

7

Monticello

Highland/Perkins
The Hub for LSU Students

ABOUT HIGHLAND/PERKINS
The LSU campus is located in Highland/
Perkins, making it an ideal location for
students to live in. The neighborhood can be
quiet during the week, but on weekends and
game days it is full of bustling students and
LSU fans. The neighborhood also provides its
residents with many restaurants and bars.

LSU's Campus

Bars and Restaurants

Bustling Students

Game Days

MEDIAN RENTS IN HIGHLAND/PERKINS

$750

$890

$1,000

Studio

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

WHAT RESIDENTS THINK ABOUT HIGHLAND/PERKINS



Review by LSU Law Student




 THE BRADSHAW

Review by LSU Law Student

The lakes are great for exercise and de-stressing. Its
beautiful and provides fresh air (away from the
interstate). The restaurants around are some of the best
in town. The original Cane's, Zero Degrees, Louie's, Lit
Pizza, the list goes on. It does get crazy during football
season. You basically have to stay inside on game days
because they shut down E. State

 THE BRADSHAW

There have been no issues for me my entire time here. It
is very close to campus (within walking distance) and
close to the Chimes, Insomnia Cookies, and the Original
Canes Chicken. I just wouldn't go north past the Family
Dollar on Highland, it is a little scary.
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Downtown
Living in the Heart of the Action

ABOUT DOWNTOWN
Many LSU students prefer to go Downtown
after class to study in the plentitude of coffee
shops or go out at night to the exciting bars.
Living downtown means there is always
something happening right outside your door.
There are spectacular bars and restaurants,
entertaining live music and comedy clubs, and
beautiful parks.
Active

Young

LSU Students

Short Commute

MEDIAN RENTS IN DOWNTOWN

$700

$950

$1,300

Studio

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

WHAT RESIDENTS THINK ABOUT DOWNTOWN


Review by LSU Law Student




 THE ELIAS

Review by LSU Law Student

Very safe. Friendly neighbors. Great for dog walks. Great
for running day or night.

 THE ELIAS

Easy commute to and from campus and other parts of
town.
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Garden District
Youngest, Hippest, and Chicest Neighborhood

ABOUT GARDEN DISTRICT
Do not let the suburban feel of the
neighborhood confuse you; the Garden District
houses lively bars, delectable restaurants, and
homey coffee shops. The hip area attracts
young artists for its creative community,
students for its proximity to campus, and
families for its natural beauty. So living here
means having a lively community.
Young

Artist

Bars and Restaurants
Close to Campus
MEDIAN RENTS IN GARDEN DISTRICT

$900

$1,000

$1,200

Studio

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

WHAT RESIDENTS THINK ABOUT GARDEN DISTRICT


Review by Local Resident




 22ND & OLIVE ST.

Review by Local Resident

Safe, up-and-coming, hip part of Baton Rouge, full of
artists and young professionals, coffeeshops, neat bars,
and cool venues. Easily the hippest, innovative,
gentrifying part of Baton Rouge.

 2151 OLEANDER ST.

The Garden Disttict of Baton Rouge has been
designated as a “Great American Neighborhood” by the
American Planning Association. There is an active civic
association with frequent social events and off duty
police patrols. Crime is low compared to suburban areas
and there are 5 blue-ribbon schools within walking
distance. If you like biking and walking and want to feel
connected to your community this is the place to be!
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South Baton Rouge
Dense Suburban Feel

ABOUT SOUTH BATON ROUGE
South Baton Rouge is close enough to the
action of Downtown and campus, but far
enough to have a dense suburban feel. Being
much quieter than its surrounding
neighborhoods makes it a perfect place for
families or individuals who want to escape the
city's fast-paced lifestyle. There are many
restaurants, grocery stores, and gas stations
close; so everything you need is less than a five
minute drive away.
Close to Campus

Family Friendly

Quite Neighborhood
MEDIAN RENTS IN SOUTH BATON ROUGE

$950

$1,100

$1,400

Studio

1 Bedroom

2 Bedroom

WHAT RESIDENTS THINK ABOUT SOUTH BATON ROUGE



Review by LSU Law Student




 RIVER 3 HOUSE

Review by LSU Law Student

The surrounding area is up and coming. It is not
ascetically pleasing but it is close to school and
downtown

 PARK PLACE

Have a good social scene in the area. Perkins Rowe has a
lot of nice things!
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Excellent for a category
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Average
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* Prices subject to change and may
vary significantly by room type
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APARTMENT
RATINGS

Arlington Trace

Apt

7.0

$$$



Bayonne at Southshore

Apt

8.5

$$$





•••• •••• ••• •••• ••••

Brightside Estates

Apt

7.5

$$





••••

Campus Crossings on Highland Road

Apt

7.0

$$

Citiscape at Essen

Apt

7.0

$$$

Condo

9.0

$$

Lodges at 777

Apt

7.5

Oakbrook

Apt

Park Place Baton Rouge

••• •••• ••• •••• •••

•••• •••

••

••
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••
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7.3

$$

••• ••• ••• •••

Apt

8.5

$$$

River House

Apt

8.0

$$$

Savoy Plaza

Apt

8.0

$

Southgate Towers

Apt

7.3

$$$$



The Bradshaw

Apt

7.2

$



The Elias

Apt

9.0

The Millennium Towne Center

Apt

The Venue at Northgate
The Warwick

Indigo Park






•

••

•••• ••• ••• •••• ••••
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••
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$$$$

••
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7.0

$$

••

•••

•

•••• ••••

Apt

7.0

$$

••

••

••

•••

••

Apt

7.0

$$

•• •••• ••

•

•••





*** Some buildings with fewer than 3 reviews are included above because of high ratings but do not appear in the top 10 lists.
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MOST
POPULAR

1 st

THE BRADSHAW

Baton Rouge, 3000 July St

$

16+

PEOPLE

Buildings with the most LSU Law students
READ MORE REVIEWS AT VERYAPT.COM
Review by LSU Law Student
“I wanted to live alone for my first year. This apartment complex
has a lot of bad reviews online, but most are from when they had
old management and it has improved a lot since then. They are
renovating throughout the complex, and they just opened the
newly renovated gym. I have enjoyed my experience here,
although I do wish that it were in a better part of town. There
have been no issues though. I also wish that management was
more responsive, but they get back to you eventually. I think it is
a great place for your first year, and it in inexpensive especially if
you have roommates.”

What students typically look for:
 Excellent location
 Reasonably-priced
apartments
 Solid amenities

2 nd

PARK PLACE BATON ROUGE
Baton Rouge, 222 E Boyd Dr

Studio
$885

1 BR
$1,100

2 BR
$1,300

3 BR
$1,505

TOP 5
THE BRADSHAW

16+ PEOPLE

2nd

PARK PLACE BATON
ROUGE

13+ PEOPLE

3rd

INDIGO PARK

9+ PEOPLE

4th

BRIGHTSIDE ESTATES

5+ PEOPLE

5th

SOUTHGATE TOWERS

3+ PEOPLE

13+

PEOPLE

Review by LSU Law Student
“I have had the best experience here! The people are friendly,
quick with fixing things. And rent covers trash valet meaning you
don’t have to take it out you just sit it outside your door and they
pick it up. I really like that. As a woman I feel safe here. It is a
good area and a decent distance from campus it takes me about
10-15 minutes. I really like it here!”

3 rd

INDIGO PARK

Baton Rouge, 11959 Nicholson Dr

1st

$$

$$

9+

PEOPLE

Review by LSU Law Student
“The complex is clean and open. Lots of greenery and ponds
make the environment very beautiful. The grounds keepers do
well with grass cutting, picking up trash, and making sure all
other amenities are functional.”
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BEST FOR
AMENITIES

1 st

RIVER HOUSE

Baton Rouge, 101 River House Pl

$$$

9.9

AMENITY
RATING

Highest-rated properties for amenities
READ MORE REVIEWS AT VERYAPT.COM
Review by LSU Law Student
“Its great with great amenities like a pool, and grill! But slightly
overpriced”

What top amenity properties typically offer:

 Great common spaces

2 nd

 Convenient location

ARLINGTON TRACE

Baton Rouge, 2405 Brightside Dr

$$$

9.4

AMENITY
RATING

 Excellent management
 Newer construction

Review by LSU Law Student
“I have loved living at Arlington Trace for the last 3 years. I
stayed in the same place for all of law school. It is the perfect
location. It is a safe area, and only 5-10 min. away from campus.
It is more of a suburbs area, but you are still only 5 minutes away
from grocery stores and restaurants. The only issue is that they
are individually owned, so depending on who your landlord is,
you might not get responses immediately when something
breaks or messes up, it just depends.”

3 rd
Studio
$1,285

1 BR
$1,500

2 BR
$1,700

3 BR
$1,905

BAYONNE AT SOUTHSHORE
Baton Rouge, 900 Stanford Ave

$$$

9.1

AMENITY
RATING

TOP 5
1st

RIVER HOUSE

9.9 AMENITY
RATING

2nd

ARLINGTON TRACE

9.4 AMENITY
RATING

3rd

BAYONNE AT
SOUTHSHORE

9.1 AMENITY
RATING

4th

SOUTHGATE TOWERS

9.0

5th

THE WARWICK

8.7 AMENITY
RATING

Review by LSU Law Student
“Basically, this complex is perfect for a law student minus the
high price. There are some undergrads, but mainly grad students
and young working adults so you avoid undergrad shenanigans.
If you live in 2 or 3 bedroom apartments, the price drops
significantly. Pet friendly and huge space to walk dogs/dog
parks. Across from the Lakes and 5 minute drive to class max.
If you can get over the price, it's one of the best apartment
complexes near LSU.”

AMENITY
RATING
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BEST FOR
VALUE

1 st

SAVOY PLAZA

Baton Rouge, 600 Wooddale Blvd

$

9.9

VALUE
RATING

Highest-rated properties for value
READ MORE REVIEWS AT VERYAPT.COM
Review by LSU Law Student
“Though Savoy Plaza Apartments are a twenty-minute drive
from the LSU Law Center, they are quiet and maintenance is very
prompt with fulfilling any requests. An additional perk is that all
utilities are included in the rent price; the only additional bill I
have is for internet service. The complex is also very quiet, and
is located very close to the local police department. In fact,
several officers live in the complex as well.”

What top value properties typically offer:

 Great price-to-space trade
off
 Good location
 Solid amenities and basic
features

2 nd

CAMPUS CROSSINGS ON HIGHLAND ROAD

Baton Rouge, 3235 Highland Rd

$$

9.6

VALUE
RATING

Review by LSU Law Student
“The management is good here. We have had some trouble with
some maintence issues; however, they came after hours to fix
the issues quickly. The safety here is not great. The price reflects
the safety, the management is good, and it's walking distance to
the law school and Chimes. I'm leaning on renewing my lease
just for the mere fact that it's so close to Chimes.”

Studio
$685

1 BR
$900

2 BR
$1,100

3 BR
$1,305

3 rd

Baton Rouge, 900 Dean Lee Dr

TOP 5
1st

SAVOY PLAZA

9.9 VALUE
RATING

2nd

CAMPUS CROSSINGS ON
HIGHLAND ROAD

9.6 VALUE
RATING

3rd

BRIGHTSIDE ESTATES

9.1 VALUE
RATING

4th

THE ELIAS

8.8 VALUE
RATING

5th

THE BRADSHAW

8.6 VALUE
RATING

BRIGHTSIDE ESTATES

$$

9.1

VALUE
RATING

Review by LSU Law Student
"This complex has privately owned units for lease. Each unit gets
specific parking spots. My floorplan was super spacious with
huge walk in closets, a lofted area upstairs, and decent amount
of windows for natural light. The gate is secure and the complex
feels pretty safe. Lighting in the parking lots could be better
though."
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Townhomes
Smaller properties and how to find them

ABOUT TOWNHOMES
Townhomes are apartments in older
buildings, typically a few stories tall. They
usually do not have a doorman, an elevator,
or many amenities, but can be cheaper and
more spacious than the apartment and
condo units in high-rises.
WHY YOU SHOULD CONSIDER A TOWNHOME
CHEAPER

Townhomes can be challenging to find because they tend to be
individually owned and do not have full time leasing managers.
Townhome listings are typically available ~60 days in advance. You
can find a townhome by searching online listings, contacting a
landlord directly, or by working with VeryApt's Concierge Team
who can help identify some options.

LARGER FLOOR PLANS

3+ BEDROOMS AVAILABLE

MORE PRIVACY

WHY YOU MAY WANT TO AVOID A TOWNHOME
NO DOORMAN

Finding a townhome

LESS CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

OLDER CONSTRUCTION

LIMITED AMENITIES

Preparing for a townhome search
Most LSU Law students opt for larger properties in order to live
closer to other students and simplify the housing search. That said,
there are plenty of wonderful townhomes - be prepared to visit
more properties to find that perfect home, carefully examine the
pros/cons, and move quickly if you find a unit you love.

MORE MAINTENANCE ISSUES

TIPS AND ADVICE

Reliable Landlords

Noise and Neighbors

Lease Terms

Check online reviews and talk to
previous tenants to find out about
your landlord. Look for one that
responds quickly to maintenance
requests and has a history of
returning deposits.

Sounds often travel well through
townhomes and you can easily be
disturbed by barking dogs, music, or
construction. Check out the
surrounding area to get a sense for
what it may be like.

Leases with independent landlords
are negotiable. Check your lease for
restrictions on sub-letters and visitor
policies. You may be able to avoid a
rent increase by locking in a longer
lease.

FOR DETAILED REVIEWS AND PERSONALIZED RECOMMENDATIONS VISIT

WWW.VERYAPT.COM

